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Abstract: In the mid nineteen nineties, the U.S.-Mexico border region, a space both constituted and 

contested by a myriad of different communities, political ideologies, national identities and cultural  

landscapes,  came to be the site of some of the starkest representative examples of modern neoliberal 

logic and the contradictions it demonstrates vis-a-vis 1) seemingly unlimited capital liberty and 2) 

tightly constrained human mobility. As fiscal reforms broke down trade barriers, the physical border 

was being reinforced like never before, filtering economic refugees of policies like NAFTA to cross in 

more isolated and inhospitable regions and leading to an unprecedented precipitous increase in 

undocumented migrant deaths. The crisis led to the formation of several NGO's and humanitarian 

groups whose aim was to mitigate the loss of life. Faced with legal consequences for the work they 

carried out, these groups have attempted to reframe the debate as an international human rights issue.

Through an analysis of the disputed discourses of legality and illegality vis-à-vis migrant border 

crossings and border securitization, this paper highlights the ways in which dominant notions of 

legality are being contested by border humanitarian activist groups  These reworked notions of 

legality/illegality shape political debates, the framing of humanitarian arguments, and ultimately the  

opening of new spaces wherein existing laws can be challenged. A critical geopolitical framework that 

stresses the ways in which ideas and practices of belonging are embodied and socially embedded is key 

to this analysis. 
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Introduction and Statement of Purpose

“[there is] legitimate reason to believe that the border can be brought under control”
-Border Patrol 's Strategic Plan: 1994 and Beyond July 1994

“The popular notion that the U.S.-Mexico border is out of control falsely assumes that there was once a 
time when it was truly under control”.

-Peter Andreas, author of Border Games

The American Southwest border region represents a unique geographic space that is both 

constituted and contested by a myriad of  communities, political ideologies, national identities and  

cultural landscapes. Since the first written records, and most likely long before, it has also been a site of 

intense struggle. From the wars of the Hohokam and Apache, to Spanish colonization, to the genocidal 

expansion of America's manifest destiny, the region has been in continuous conflict-driven flux, 

characterized by instability and often, violence. 

While the specifics of this complex regional dynamic have changed throughout time, the themes 

have largely remained the same- ethnic tension, disputed land holdings, and perhaps most importantly- 

an antagonistic relationship between the humans brave enough to settle the land, and the land itself. To 

make any study related to the Southwest borderlands requires an understanding of these historical 

forces, for it is only within this context we can begin to analyze the contemporary battles being waged. 

Many studies have attempted to understand these complexities via the definition of a “border culture” 

as a force which shapes the motivations of those who inhabit the region.The very notion that a single 

border culture might exist, as anthropologist Robert Alvarez notes, is a problematic assumption.  What 

has emerged in scholarly thinking, he argues, is a  “seemingly homogeneous construct based on 

political demarcation and shared elements of history, multiethnic identity...and binational economics  

and politics” which he explains  “either glosses over or essentializes traits and behavior, often 
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obliterating the actual problems and conditions in the variation of human behavior”(Alvarez,1995: pg 

450). So while it may be impossible to strictly define a single shared border identity, understanding the 

heterogenous, varied nature of the practices and happenings which constitute border politics helps us 

analyze certain aspects of the region while avoiding the trap of making claims which are, “elusive,  

undefinable, tautological and even mystifying” (Alvarez, 1995: pg 448). Part of this understanding 

must incorporate the border as a site of sustained and continual change and struggle. 

The border has represented movement more than separation for the majority of it's existence as 

a national divide- with people, goods and services, raw materials, and smuggled contraband continually 

flowing between the two nation states.  Another incorrect yet popular border myth is the notion that 

unwanted people and illicit goods have always flowed from south to north. In reality, both the United 

States and Mexican governments have come into conflict with one another over unwanted illicit  

imports and informal trade economies. During prohibition in the United States, Mexico served as an 

important smuggling port for the introduction of alcohol, and throughout the Mexican revolution the 

U.S. remained an important source for arms smuggling. Waves of integration, separation, and 

militarization have characterized the boundary from the start, a fact important to keep in mind in the  

climate of contemporary political rhetoric, which often oversimplifies and understates the numerous 

complexities of borderland dynamics.

Much of the debate surrounding borderland politics is limited by an oversimplification of what 

exactly constitutes the border. Political discussion tends to place issues directly at the border. Indeed, 

much of the discussion places border issues at the line where the two nation states meet, as if this point 

is the site of all the issues, complications, benefits and activities the border presents. In reality, the 

border is a complex, deeply integrated geopolitical space, the boundaries of which are nearly 
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impossible to define. It is a zone of intense economic activity, but also a space of unique cultural 

significance. It is simultaneously the United States and Mexico, and also neither of these. It is the 

collision of two separate national identities and the site of clandestine economic ventures, of predatory 

forces of capitalism and exploitation, and of the hopes and dreams of millions. 

Throughout US history, times of economic unrest have classically fomented public anxiety 

about undocumented immigration. In response, politicians have both co-opted and exacerbated this fear 

into pushing through harsher border security initiatives. The result has been a massive, nationwide 

misinformation campaign that has preyed upon non-citizens in an effort to explain most, if not all, of 

society's ills(Ngai, 2004, Sheridan 2012). It would be incorrect to argue that undocumented 

immigration presents no problems in terms of public works and social services, yet the so called 

immigration “debate” has effectively been perverted into a massive political spectacle where non-

citizens are held responsible for a myriad of societal ills . This demonization has a very useful purpose. 

It produces a language wherein the  non-citizen is transformed into the illegal, and illegality validates  

an erasure of personhood. (Chavez 2008) The distinction between non-citizen and illegal is of vital 

importance. It is assumed that non-citizens cannot enjoy the rights afforded to citizens of the nation 

state, yet the illegal faces a deprivation that goes a step further. When personhood is erased, the illegal 

is placed in a realm outside the state apparatus. They are afforded zero protection, defined only by their 

unwanted presence. Their lack of personhood robs them of the most basic and fundamental human 

rights, making their unwanted bodies appropriate recipients of abuse, neglect, slavery, injury, disease 

and death. What purpose could this de-humanization possibly serve? What it ensures is the formation 

of a class of people intentionally groomed for exploitation, a population of 'others' needed to fill a 

cheap labor deficit. The fabricated anxiety surrounding their supposed theft of jobs is one of the most 

genius aspects of the creation of immigration hysteria, following a vicious and surprisingly successful 
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“Rovian”1 tradition of attacking an opponent's (or in this case ethnic group's) greatest strengths 

(contributions). The mythology behind the “job-stealer” stereotype is debunked by several sources of 

data which indicate unauthorized workers are in fact essential contributors, ensuring U.S. success in 

various industries due to their lack of ability to make any sort of labor, safety, or health security 

demands (Varsanyi, 2008b).  A surprisingly frank USDA Produce Industry and Labor report released 

November of 2010 exemplifies this dynamic. Here, agricultural producers across the U.S. express 

concern over harsher immigration laws.

 “Growers are concerned that immigration reform (or stricter enforcement of current 

immigration or  labor laws) could reduce the flow of unauthorized workers into the United 

States. Fewer workers could affect the cost and availability of farm labor for U.S. producers 

and reduce their ability to compete as suppliers in a global marketplace in which many 

competing countries have much lower wages.” (USDA, 2010: pp 2)

This report tacitly refers to what it cannot explicitly state. While the report acknowledges that “over  

half of the hired workers employed by growers are believed to be unauthorized immigrants”(USDA, 

2010) the numbers may indeed be higher than that .  If fewer undocumented workers made it into the 

U.S., growers would be forced to comply with U.S. labor laws when hiring citizens. Minimum wage 

requirements and health regulations concerning the application of pesticides would likewise need to be 

implemented, effecting grower's ability to compete globally.  

1 Paul Rosenburg The Myth of 'The Daddy Party” - here Rosenburg examines 'projection politics', made infamous by Karl 
Rove, it is a strategy which preys on the strengths of the person under attack. Rove utilized this strategy particularly well 
through his framing of presidential candidate John Kerry, a decorated veteran, as un-patriotic and anti-American
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Statement of Relevance

This research comes as a response to the shocking numbers of migrant dead appearing in 

Arizona's deserts, the record for which was broken in 2010 (249 recovered remains) , marking the 

worst year for border crossing deaths since heavy border militarization began in the mid nineties(AZ 

Daily Star Border Death Database).  It also comes amid calls for punitive action from NGO's, 

Humanitarian groups, and Human Rights Organizations, against US state and federal authorities which, 

it is argued, have played a principle role in enacting policies which knowingly force migrants into the 

most arid, inhospitable regions of the barrier. While these deaths were first characterized as 

“unintended consequences” of US border enforcement policy, increasingly there is growing support for 

calls to hold the United States to its international human right's obligations. My research asks, in the 

context of the immense volume of migrant dead being discovered in Arizona's Southern Deserts, 

whether the United Sates can be held accountable for human rights violations under treaties, 

international accords, and human rights agreements, and how can activist notions of legality/illegality  

be employed to re-evaluate which groups (undocumented crossers or U.S. policy makers) are acting 

'illegally'? 

 In recent years, the concept of legality as it is understood and activated by both sides of the 

immigration dialogue has changed. On the one hand, there has been a clear change in the language used 

to classify migrants. Nomenclature surrounding border crossers has shifted from terms such as 'non-

citizen' and 'undocumented' to 'illegal', as the next section will demonstrate. Many would argue this 

shift is indeed an intentional construction aimed at vilifying and criminalizing Hispanics. This is what 

Nevins refers to as the "sociocultural construction of the undesirable immigrant"(Nevins, 2002: pp 6) . 

At the same moment, legality is being employed by various groups including non-governmental 
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organizations,  humanitarian groups, and human rights organizations in their denunciations of the 

dramatic increase in migrant deaths over the last decade. Increasingly, these groups, including several 

international organizations which are not affiliated with any national governments, are activating the 

use of legality in new and interesting ways, turning the border debate on its head and challenging the 

traditional views of who is violating the law in this complex, multilayered issue. 

Literature Review

A great deal has been written about effects of border militarization in the mid-nineties(Cornelius 

2001, Nevins 2002, Coleman 2007 ) .  A number of authors have connected neoliberal economic 

policies and border militarization with precipitous migrant death increases, and few (if any?) serious 

border scholars would deny the connection between these phenomena . Additionally, a significant body 

of work exists identifying the situation as both an international human rights issue and a humanitarian 

crisis(ACLU, Amnesty International,WOLA)  

Cook's work, “Humanitarian Aid Is Never a Crime”: Humanitarianism and Illegality in  

Migrant Advocacy (Cook, 2011) has been central to my research. Cook seeks to understand how the 

concept of legality is both rejected and embraced by human rights advocates working on the border. At 

times they use legality to defend their actions but often, particularly when this claim is refuted by local  

authorities who argue their actions are contrary to the law, these advocacy groups claim to answer to a 

'higher law' as many of them are faith based. Her interviewees also included members of the Border 

Patrol, so as to gain a more even and unbiased understanding of how government and law enforcement 

officials also use legality. Cook explores the legal implications of this kind of activism and most 

importantly, sets it within the framework of legal mobilization theory. My research looks to bridge 
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Cook's notions of legal mobilization with the current actions of border activists like No More Deaths, 

who have taken the  tactics pioneered by the Sanctuary Movement and applied them at an international  

level. 

 Within critical geopolitics, a central concern is exploring the ways in which citizenship (or a 

broad sense of social belonging) is constructed. Contesting the meanings and practices of illegality and 

legality is central to learning how to navigate an at times oppressive, top-down political framework. 

Monica Varsanyi's important work explores the exclusion of undocumented day laborers from enjoying 

mobility or any sort of “right to the city” (Varsanyi, 2008a). Her work helps to conceptualize 

immigration policing as it is practiced at the state level, often in direct conflict with federal law. Part of  

this  approach involves exploring the ways in which citizenship and illegality are actually constructs 

which can be challenged  and  are reinforced primarily through their embodiment on individual 

subjects. 

Yet just as illegality is constructed, so too must it be socially constituted by various practices 

and mechanisms which ensure it remains a legitimate imaginary. This formation also depends heavily 

on the barring of social and political participation of the stigmatized group. ”Illegal aliens” writes Mae 

Ngai, “might be understood as a caste, unambiguously situated outside the boundaries of formal 

membership and social legitimacy” (Ngai, 2005: 2). The prevalence and usage of terminology cements 

and legitimizes understandings about stigmatized out-groups. Language in this sense can never be 

arbitrary as even the most basic terminology (ie: “undocumented” vs. “illegal”) can have devastating 

effects on the people impacted by (and classified via)  these phrases. The impact of language on 

everyday happenings and doings is explored by Keith Cunningham-Parmeter who contends, 

“Immigration metaphors influence not only judicial outcomes, but also social discourse and the broader 
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debate over immigration reform...” going on to explain that  because of this, “the theoretical study of  

language has very practical consequences for the people defined by immigration metaphors.” 

(Cunningham-Parmeter, 2011)

Methodology

The research for this thesis was conducted from July of 2011 through March of 2012. My 

research can be seen as a synthesis of archival research and thorough investigation of previous 

scholarship. I have reviewed applicable laws, humanitarian covenants, human rights agreements, 

accords, and international treaties. This work brings together critical geography and anthropological 

theoretical work on the production of illegality and examines how these issues have been looked at 

historically in the border region in an effort to situate the actions of border humanitarian groups in 

today's context. 

Beginning with a juxtaposition of NAFTA alongside a comprehensive overview of border 

militarization, I use these phenomena as a lens through which we can begin to understand the 

humanitarian crisis that has since erupted in Arizona's deserts. From there I use the Sanctuary 

Movement in Tucson during the 1980s as a case study and historical precedent for civil activism, one 

which has influenced present-day humanitarian activism. I conclude with a discussion of the legal 

frameworks that shape border securitization policies and how these policies are being contested by 

humanitarian activist groups who are working at multiple levels, challenging the meanings of the “legal  

and “illegal” as well as reframing these struggles within the framework of international human rights. 

The most recent example of this form of international political engagement took place at the Inter-

American Commission on Human Rights hearing on Customs and Border Patrol Abuses at the 
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Southwest Border on March 26th, 2012, which will be discussed later in the text. 

Neoliberalism, NAFTA and Border Militarization 

1994 was a watershed year in U.S. history, and marked the beginning of an important paradigm 

shift throughout many political arenas, especially in respect to the U.S.-Mexico borderlands. During 

this time, neoliberalism and laissez faire economic ideologies reigned supreme. Bill Clinton was the 

newly elected commander-in chief, taking office in 1993. Entering the scene at the close of the Cold 

War, he was the poster-boy for “new democrats”- moderate centrists who won the vote by balancing 

pluralist understandings of society and culture with more hardline, classically conservative, fiscal 

reforms (Dewan, 2006) . Clinton exemplified this ideology, acting as Cold War apologist in his 

attempts to improve foreign relations2 (Kettle, 1999)while simultaneously pushing through legislation 

which has come to typify the more ruthless aspects of free market capitalism. Nowhere, however, were 

these contradictory forces more evident than within U.S.-Mexico border politics. 

Geographer David Harvey describes neoliberalism as, “a theory of political economic practices 

that proposes that human well-being can best be advanced by liberating individual entrepreneurial 

freedoms and skills within an institutional framework characterized by strong private property rights, 

2 http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/1999/mar/12/jeremylennard.martinkettle   Clinton was the first president to 
acknowledge and apologize for U.S. involvement in Guatemala's 36 year long civil war which displaced millions and 
claimed the lives of some 200-300,000 men women and children, many of them civilian. Classified later as an all out 
genocide, this era has come to define Guatemalan politics to this day. Fed by Cold War paranoia, the U.S. provided 
military training, tactical support and helped prop up the right-wing dictators who ruled the country for more than three 
decades. His apology came in 1999, a mere three years after the Peace Accords had been signed and cease-fire arranged  
between rebels and the government forces.

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/1999/mar/12/jeremylennard.martinkettle
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free markets and free trade” (Harvey, 2005:pp 2) . The signing of the North American Free Trade 

Agreement (henceforth referred to as NAFTA) cemented  this neoliberal logic in concrete legislation, 

and had a dramatic effect on all three economies involved- Canada, the U.S. and Mexico. On a macro-

scale, NAFTA was hailed as a success. GDP increased, as did foreign investment and trade. 

Multinational corporations set up maquilas all along the border, providing jobs for Mexican workers 

and cheap (easily exploited) labor for American companies. Trade barrier removal facilitated the flow 

of raw goods from Mexico to the U.S. alongside consumer items made in the maquilas. In fact, five 

years after the establishment of NAFTA, employment in Mexican maquilas or sweatshops, increased 

by 86% (Department of Labor). Business boomed, and legislators congratulated one another for a job 

well done. But for many, NAFTA represented a different kind of change, one best characterized by the 

words “catastrophe”, “crisis” or perhaps even “death sentence”. 

 In their July1994 report, the planners behind “Border Patrol Strategic Plan 1994 and Beyond” 

touted the benefits of NAFTA for Mexicans and Americans alike. “The passage of The North American 

Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) should reduce illegal immigration as the Mexican economy improves” 

they wrote, explaining that the agreement “lifts commercial barriers among its members” all three of  

which were reportedly “cooperating in efforts to resolve the issues of illegal

immigration”(USCBP1994) . In the modern wake of the impact of NAFTA reforms, this position is 

now somewhat laughable. Far from improving Mexico's economy, it has instead served to widen the 

wage gap between Mexico's entrenched elite, shrinking the middle class and making migration a much 

more attractive alternative, in many cases the only one.

 In the American Midwest, advanced levels of mechanization, access to fertilizers and GMO's, 

and heavy government subsidies meant crops could be produced on a scale, and at level of efficiency 
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with which most Mexican farmers could not hope to compete. With tariffs and trade barriers all but 

absent, NAFTA facilitated a precipitous increase of imported crops from middle America to Mexico. 

Most ironically, corn was one of the main imports. Developed by ancient Mexican societies, maiz 

represents more than a staple and cornerstone of the Mexican diet-it has historical and even religious 

significance to many cultures within Mexico, making it's importation something of a blasphemy. 

Flooding the Mexican market, American corn caused market prices for Mexicano maiz to plummet, and 

thousands of farmers found their livelihoods vanish quite nearly overnight, particularly in the 

government-neglected rural countryside of Mexico's southern states. 

In the midst of these economic reforms which displaced thousands, the U.S. government 

initiated the largest scaling-up of border security in it's history. The INS budget expanded during these 

years from 151 million to 1.2 billion in one of the largest expansions of border enforcement funds to 

date(Sheridan, 2012). The build up was sparked in part by Border Patrol Sector Chief  Silvestre Reyes 

whose controversial operation “Hold the Line” proved to be extremely successful in deterring migrants 

from crossing near the more urbanized sections of the El Paso border sector. This move was seen as an 

embarrassment to the Clinton administration, being that immigration has classically been a federal  

issue. Reyes' success highlighted what many saw as a lack of effectiveness on behalf of the federal 

government to “secure our borders”. Building off the Reyes model, the Clinton administration enacted 

sisters operations in San Diego and Nogales, dubbed Operations Gatekeeper and Safeguard, 

respectively. This was the birth of the border as we know it today- fortified, militarized, seemingly 

impenetrable. (Andreas 2009, Anderson 2010, Kretsedemas et al 2008, Cornelius et al 2008, Nevins 

2002)

The wall itself is reinforced with ten foot high, corrugated steal landing strips left over from 
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Vietnam. It is lit with high powered, stadium quality lights and it boasts high tech motion detectors.  

Thermal imaging devices can detect migrants by their body heat, and once their caught, they get  

entered into a relatively new system dubbed “IDENT”, aimed at apprehending repeat offenders. This 

system finger prints, photographs, and takes down the “biological information” of the migrant 

(Cornelius 2001) . All of these measures are part of a systematic militarization of the border which has 

only intensified since the 1990's. 

By amping up security at the border, U.S. policy-makers assured their constituents that the 

“immigration problem” would be dealt with once and for all, attempting to assuage nativist fears of a 

Latino “re-conquest” of the Southwest in the process (Chavez 2008). The strategy was part of the 

CBP's aforementioned 1994 and Beyond strategic plan, and came to be known as “Prevention through 

Deterrence”  policy. 

The vision of the plan was as follows:

             The U.S. Border Patrol will control the borders of the United States between the ports of entry, 

restoring our Nation's confidence in the integrity of the border. A well-managed border will 

enhance national security and safeguard our immigration heritage.(USCBP 1994) 

Border Migrant Deaths: A Humanitarian Catastrophe 

“One day we will be as ashamed of borders as we are of slavery.”

          -Jim Corbett, Co-founder of the Sanctuary Movement
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“[I]t may be more dangerous to cross than ever before. Although it seems to be that less people are 
crossing the border, a higher percentage of people are dying.”

-Dr Bruce Parks, Chief Medical Examiner, 
Pima County Office of the Medical Examiner, 28 April 2011(Amnesty International, 2012) 

The border security policies of the 1990's continue to demonstrate extremely dramatic 

consequences, particularly in Arizona. Most notable of course is the unprecedented increase in migrant 

deaths in Arizona's Southern deserts, the incredible scale of which few, if any, foresaw in the flurry of 

reforms passed in the mid nineties. Of the three major border security initiatives enacted during that 

time, the weakest was Operation Safeguard in Nogales along the Tucson sector, deep in the Sonoran 

desert. Safeguard was afforded the smallest allocation of funds and received the least amount of media 

attention, perhaps because prior to this time the Tucson sector was not nearly as popular a spot for 

crossing. Migrant flows in this area were easily dwarfed by the numbers coming through the San Diego 

and El Paso sectors where Operations Gatekeeper and Hold the Line were enacted. This fact, along 

with the isolated and relatively unpopulated nature of this region has made it the logical and more 

popular choice for undocumented crossers wishing to avoid apprehension by Border Patrol officials, 

many of them deterred by increased security in Texas and California. (Nevins 2002, Kretsedemas 2008) 

What many of these migrants do not anticipate, however, is the incredible danger they face in 

attempting to cross this inhospitable region. Urrea has dubbed the stretch near the Cabeza Prieta 

Wilderness “Desolation” a fitting name for the windswept expanse of baked earth. Desolation is 

intersected by the infamous Camino Del Diablo known for claiming countless lives, yet not without it's 

own brand of severe beauty(Urrea 2004). Purple mountains, saguaros, and fiery sunsets conjure 

postcard cliches of an iconic Southwest of John Wayne legend. What this romanticized stereotype 

doesn't convey is the incredibly inhospitable climate of Desolation.  Far from any major urban centers, 

the landscape itself is violent- carpeted by sharp cacti, steep rocky cliffs and a maze of sparse grey 
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vegetation which repeats itself over and over in a dizzying pattern. Getting lost here is more than a 

possibility- without the proper equipment it is something of a guarantee. Temperatures regularly exceed 

110°F, and water is nowhere to be found, save secret and unreliable tinajas, watering holes found in the 

mountains between granite boulders. These oases lie high above the valleys where most crossers 

traverse, try as they might to take the most direct route to either Tucson or Phoenix, urban nodes of 

Sunbelt fame. 

“There are two easy ways to die in the desert” writes Craig Childs, author of The Secret  

Knowledge of Water, “ thirst and drowning”.(Childs 2000)  Indeed, many crossers drown once they 

encounter water, killing themselves either by drinking too much too quickly after having been deprived 

of water for days at a time, or making the mistake of climbing into the water, only to discover they are 

far to weak to get back out.  The causes of death are in actuality more numerous than Child's lets on, 

though the underlying themes usually have something to do with lack of water. Migrants have been 

found dead as the result of falls or other injuries which might inhibit their ability to walk to safety.  

These wounds often come as the result of delirious behavior cause by lack of water. Others still have 

died impaling themselves on cacti, desperate to break them open in the search for anything wet to quell  

the incredible pain which comes as the result of heat exhaustion and extreme dehydration. The Devil's  

Highway written by native Tucsonan Luis Alberto Urrea (2004)  describes the tragedy of the members 

of a group of 26 crossers of which only 12 survived. Representing the single largest group to have died 

at one time while crossing on foot, they are now known infamously as “The Yuma 14”. These men 

suffered unspeakable pain and suffering in their last days of life.

      “One of the men tore his shirt off and tried to bury himself. The hither thither he left all around 

him showed violent kicking and arm flailing, as if he were swimming. He managed to get the 

top half of his torso buried in the ground, where he either smothered or passed out. The 
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relentless heat baked him, literally cooking him in the ground. His face bloated and came loose 

from the bones...” ( Urrea, 2004: pp166)

Akin to placing a bandaid on a broken leg, border militarization is merely treating the symptom of a far  

graver problem. Building up the border simply cannot stop undocumented migration, because it ignores 

the larger structural inequalities which force people to migrate in the first place. This is no negligible  

fact, it is a state failure which has in actuality done more to aid corruption, gangsterdom, and human 

rights violations on the border than to abate these phenomena. It has forced increasingly sophisticated 

methods of  organization and collaboration, much of which can only be achieved by factions of 

organized crime. Seizing the economic opportunity presented by thousands of would be migrants 

needing assistance in crossing, these vast criminal networks have been steadily developing. Their aim 

is twofold- to extort as much money as possible from vulnerable migrant populations and to smuggle as 

many drugs as possible across to a booming U.S. market. Often these two goals are achieved 

simultaneously- gang members will charge thousands to guide the migrants across, while also forcing 

them to act as drug mules in the process. 

Source: Humanitarian Crisis Report ACLU Maria Jimenez
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Source: (Humane Borders, 2009)

Within this system, crossers are entrusted to a coyote or pollero, low ranking gang members who's job 

it is to ferry the migrants to the United States. Coyotes are notoriously unscrupulous individuals, and 

are generally hated on both sides of the border. Known for raping female migrants and leaving behind 

anyone who becomes injured, falls ill, or simply can't keep up, they care little for the people who 

entrust their lives to them, treating them as human chattel to be unceremoniously dumped on the other 

side of the political divide. 
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Even in the midst of grave human rights violations, technology holds promise for improving 

human rights across the globe. As the world becomes more globalized, countries are becoming 

increasingly integrated. This integration takes many forms- economically, nations are more reliant on 

one another than ever before. This fact complicates notions of sovereignty while also challenging 

isolationist nativism which would have economic security be a solely domestic matter.  The 2008 

housing market crash represents an excellent example of this economic integration. The decline acted 

as one of the largest immigration deterrents in the last 20 years (Department of Homeland Security) and 

evidence increasingly suggests it acted as a stronger impediment for immigration than any of the 

militaristic border security initiatives that characterized the 90's. In the midst of the crash, petitions for  

naturalization dropped from 1,382,993 in 2007 to 525,786 in 2008, a 62% decline (Department of 

Homeland Security-see graph). In contrast, petitions rose from 233,843 in 1990 to 1,412,712 in 1997, 

three years after the implementation of operations Gatekeeper, Hold the Line, and Safeguard 

respectively, a startling increase of roughly 604% . In addition, the estimated unauthorized population 

of Arizona dropped from 560,000 in 2008 to 460,000 in 2009. 
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These numbers demonstrate many things. One clear implication is the apparent failure of the 

'prevention through deterrence' policies initiated in the mid nineties (Cornelius et al 2008). While 

apprehensions decreased during this period, evidence demonstrates this can be attributed to two factors, 

neither of which lend support to the policy's effectiveness. The first is that migrants were avoiding 

apprehension by crossing in more remote regions. The second is that border patrol officials, particularly 

in the San Diego sector where Operation Gatekeeper was implemented, were actually skewing statistics 

in their favor by 1)not reporting apprehensions 2) falsifying documentation of apprehensions 3) 

destroying apprehension documentation and perhaps most shockingly 4) capping apprehensions at 200 

per day, simply 'looking the other way ' once that number was reached. This prompted a suit by a 

border patrol officers union against the INS for allegations of fraud. While several investigative reports 

by reputable media sources delved into this issue, including pieces by Harper's(Graham 1996), Los 

Angeles Times(O'Connor 1996), and North County Times(NCT 1996), the U.S. Department of Justice 
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conducted their own study and concluded that none of the above allegations were true(US DOJ 1998). 

As time has passed and more evidence has mounted supporting arguments of Operation Gatekeeper's 

failure it seems clear that most if not all of these claims were in fact valid. 

This aforementioned integration has been accompanied by an increase in responsibility and 

accountability between States, as nations realize that their wellbeing and that of their citizenry is no  

longer an entirely sovereign matter. Once the economy of the United States faced a serious decline, 

nearly every other nation world wide was adversely effected, Mexico more so due to it's proximity and 

intense economic interdependence with the U.S. 

In terms of information, new technologies have expedited it's global proliferation. These 

advances have very concrete manifestations within the realm of justice. It is now quite nearly 

impossible for atrocities to go unnoticed or unreported, as real time transmissions of war zones, 

military campaigns, and revolutions are available through video coverage, transmitted from every 

region of the globe using phones, computers and other devices via satellite. This intensified information 

exchange has been accompanied by a slew of questions surrounding international justice. If new 

technologies allow us to identify criminals responsible for war crimes and violations of human rights, 

what course should our response take? What role does national sovereignty play in this picture and in 

what instances can it be overstepped in the name of justice? Who has the right to enact that justice, and 

where? 
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John Fife's “civil initiative”: A Precedent for Migrant Advocacy 

During the 1980's, hundreds of thousands of refugees fleeing persecution in Central America 

made the arduous journey across Mexico to try for a better life in the United States. For a refugee to be 

granted asylum, they had to prove they faced a certain level of discrimination in their country of origin,  

enough so that they feared for personal and familial wellbeing were they to return home. Thousands 

were denied their asylum requests, prompting a coalition of churches to start the controversial 

Sanctuary Movement in Tucson, Arizona. (Chavez et al 2007)

 The movement had its roots in Cold War politics. Throughout the1970's and 80's, the right wing 

military governments of El Salvador and Guatemala were engaged in fierce counterinsurgency 

campaigns aimed at quelling leftist rebels whose visions of a more egalitarian distribution of wealth 

and land branded them communists, especially in the eyes of the small but enormously powerful 

political elite. These Che-inspired guerilla fighters took refuge in the countryside, and at times 

depended on rural villagers for assistance. The degree of assistance varied from village to village, some 

were full on collaborators- providing food, shelter and medical care, while others refused the 

guerrilleros altogether. In the end the level of campesino cooperation with the rebels was of no matter 

to the entrenched military regimes who came to declare the entire countryside corrupted, and it was 

with this logic that they took to razing whole villages. Survivor accounts from El Salvador and 

Guatemala tell of unthinkable atrocities, including wide spread systematic rape, torture, evisceration of  

living victims- (the military had a particular fondness for using this counterinsurgency 'method' on 

pregnant women), maiming, death by burning, decapitation and a host of other heinous acts. The 

barbarity was justified via the same Cold War logic (read:fear) that shaped US foreign policy, and the 

governments of Guatemala and El Salvador both enjoyed robust U.S. support through funding, military 

training, and  arms support. (Ibid, CEH 1999)
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   In Guatemala, the countryside was almost entirely indigenous and the 'malignant' (Grandin) 

racism which harkened back to colonial times led the leaders of the counterinsurgency campaign to 

equate indigeneity with leftist collaboration. This spawned an all out genocide on Guatemala's rural 

indigenous population, and while El Salvador's conflict hadn't the same racial undertones, the scorched 

earth campaigns were no less brutal. Brutality and mass killings came to characterize both nation's 

Cold War experience, displacing millions of campesinos, students, intellectuals, activists, and everyday 

people scared for the security of their families. Many fled to Mexico, living in refugee camps. Some of 

these camps became permanent communities ,(Manz 2004) the families opting to stay in Mexico's 

southern states. Some sought to return after the Peace Accords were signed in 1996, attempting to 

rebuild their lives and livelihoods from the ashes of their homes, amidst

the grave-sites of their loved ones (Ibid). Others  still decided to immigrate to the United States, seeing 

it as their best chance at survival. 

Unfortunately, the political climate of the United States was not friendly to refugees from 

Guatemala and El Salvador during this time. To grant political asylum meant the U.S. would also need 

to stop sending military aid, denouncing their right-wing allies thought to be so necessary in keeping 

back the Red Tide. In effect, to grant asylum would have meant both a “tacit admission that grave 

human rights problems existed in those two countries”(Chavez et al 2007:pp 2) and an admission of 

guilt for our role in the region's conflicts. On such noble grounds as these, the U.S. denied millions of 

deserving refugees the chance not only at a better life, but at survival. Not only was this unjust, it was a 

violation of the United States'  own domestic law3 (Refugee Act of 1980) and of it's international 

human rights obligations.(1951 UN convention, 1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees)

3 The Refugee Act of 1980-Passed by President Carter shortly before he left office
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What the government didn't anticipate, was the reaction of several church leaders across the 

United States, starting first in Tucson, Arizona. In the face of this gross violation of law and of human 

rights, the Sanctuary movement was born, and a precedent was set for a new kind of activism, one 

which re-worked legality and resisted state oppression by calling on higher obligations, and by using 

the government's own laws against them. Inspired by the underground railroad and motivated by the 

the failure of any sort of efficient refugee smuggling route during the Holocaust, several church leaders 

formed a coalition which provided food and shelter for refugees coming in from Central America. The 

Southside Presbyterian  church was the founding site of the movement, led by reverend John Fife, Jim 

Corbett and Jim Dudley. In time, this movement boasted over 500 member churches across several 

different states. It gave refugees a network to move within, providing them with safe passage and even 

legal advice along the way. 

In an interview conducted by undergrads in Dr. Elizabeth Oglesby's human rights course at the 

University of Arizona, Rev. Fife was asked about his choice to “break the law” by giving shelter to 

Central American refugees. The reverend refused the claim stating:

“We didn't break the law. The Sanctuary Movement activists felt that the Reagan administration 

was breaking the law. Originally, we were comparing the Sanctuary Movement with the work of 

Ghandi and Martin Luther King, who used “civil disobedience” as a tactic to change unjust 

laws. Then, we received a phone call from a human rights lawyer in New York advising us to 

stop using the term civil disobedience. We were not fighting an unjust law as Gandhi and King 

had done. Instead, we were fighting the violation of the law by the U.S. government. We 

developed the idea of “civil initiative” instead of civil disobedience. Civil initiative refers to the 
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right of civil organizations to protect victims of human rights abuses.” (Chavez et al 2007: pp 3-

4)

Operating within this new context of civil initiative, the Southside Presbyterian church was able 

to provide shelter and safe passage to some 10,000 refugees. This new understanding of who had the 

right , duty even, to enforce the law set a precedent for several other humanitarian rights organizations 

to spring up along the border region. No More Deaths is a prominent border activist group known for 

walking migrant routes in search of people in need, often while leaving water at important intervals.  

The group traces it's roots to the Sanctuary Movement , claiming their mission is, “ to end death and 

suffering on the U.S./Mexico border through civil initiative: the conviction that people of conscience 

must work openly and in community to uphold fundamental human rights” (nomoredeaths.org). 

Another group, The Samaritans, are known for providing medical care in the desert and interpret civil 

initiative as a founding principle guiding their work, characterizing it as “nonviolent, truthful, wide-

ranging, cooperative, pertinent, volunteer-based, and community centered”(tucsonsamaritans.org). 

These organizations are in a sense 'reworking legality' in order to use it as a justifier for the work they 

carry out. This is a reversal of the traditional use of legality within the immigration debate, and it has  

had some incredible repercussions. Whereas in the past legality was only employed by those wishing to 

halt immigrant flows due to the “illegal” nature of their unwanted presence, it is now used by activists 

who are calling on international law and domestic legislation as the justifiers of their work. 

The manipulation, or 'reworking' of the law is a practice used by both sides of the border debate. 

It is what Lorena Cook refers to as a set of legal understandings or “legality claims” wherein efforts are 

made “to portray actions as legal or illegal, regardless of whether the law specifically addresses such 

actions”(Cook, 2011: pp 562). The tension that arises between actions which are legal, those which are 

explicitly 'illegal', and those which fall into a sort of grey area between the two all contribute to and 
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help shape the conduct of migrant advocates and border enforcement officials alike. Both groups must 

grapple with these questions, and exploring how they navigate the dilemma , according to Cook, can 

shed light “into how law is eluded, negotiated, and even affirmed”(Ibid: pp564). This is important 

because it is a reversal of the flow of legality and legality claims, which have classically come from 

authority figures, law enforcement, politicians and others within the state apparatus, only to be enacted 

as a disciplining, often oppressive mechanism of control onto the public- in this case clandestine 

crossers and migrant advocates. By using the law to their advantage, migrant advocates are enhancing 

their bargaining power and legitimizing their stance. At the same moment however, these groups must 

defend themselves against accusations of illegal action.  In this sense, law is “both a tool of dominant 

groups and a resource for repressed groups”(Ibid: pp:565)

The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights hearing on Customs and Border Patrol 

Abuses at the Southwest Border was held on March 26th, 2012. It was here that No More Deaths, a 

tucson-based humanitarian group credited with coining the phrase “Humanitarian Aid Is Never A 

Crime” presented some of the findings of their three year study of CBP treatment of recent deportees. 

While the findings indicate an incredible volume of what appears to be systematic abuse of migrants at  

the hands of Border Patrol, this paper is more interested in the ways in which these activists are using 

this international forum as a way to bring attention to the atrocities. It marks an important evolution of  

legality claims as they are utilized by humanitarian groups. In Cook's work, these same groups (No 

More Deaths, Humane Borders, Samaritans)  utilized the precedent set by the sanctuary movement to 

defend themselves against punitive action from law enforcement. The testimony at the ACHR hearing, 

while still an initial effort, represents an extremely important stride forward. 

 Contemporary Border Crossings and the Struggles to Define Legality/Illegality 

“Under international law, the right to life has to be guaranteed at all times and under all 
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circumstances. This right is violated not only when a life is deprived due to the arbitrary actions 
of a State, but also when actions are not taken to protect life. In enacting border and 
immigration policies, nations have the sovereign prerogative to protect their territorial integrity 
and defend their citizenry. That power, however, is restricted and constrained by international 
obligations to respect fundamental human rights. Unfortunately, these restraints have not 
precluded the U.S. government from deploying deadly border enforcement policies and 
practices that, by design and by default, lead to at least one death every day of a migrant 
crossing the border.”

– Crisis report, Maria Jimenez, ACLU, 2010

 In it's attempt to curb undocumented migration, both U.S. State and federal authorities have 

enacted various laws, several of which are in direction violation of international laws, agreements, 

treaties, and covenants to which the US is a party (Amnesty International, ACLU). Herein is a 

summary of the most egregious bits of legislation which provide concrete evidence of the United 

State's violations. This is meant to be seen as an extension of a new border activist logic which employs 

legality as a way of understanding border death as a phenomena created in part or in whole by state and 

federal authorities. The use of legality within this context is a reversal of the traditional immigration 

debate, and, I argue, a response to the overwhelming number of migrant deaths in the desert. 

Immigration and Nationality Act 

Described by the United States Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) as “the basic 

body of immigration law”  the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) was passed in 1952 and though 

it has been amended various times,usually to remove its more controversial and discriminatory 

elements, it  still dictates immigration policy on the national level to a large extent.  This law is  

responsible for the exclusion of many Jews seeking asylum prior and during WWII. It also prevented 

such prominent individuals as author Gabriel Garcia Marquez, poet Pablo Neruda,  and philosopher 

Michael Foucault from immigrating (Tichenor, 2002). 

This controversial bill completely excluded immigrants from certain regions of the world such 
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as Africa and Asia. Perhaps the most contentious part of the bill was the  'national origins quota system' 

which discriminated against migrants on the basis of their country of birth, stipulating that 3 countries 

provide 70% of the immigrants admitted per year. Tichenor describes this system as 'manifestly racist'  

This part of the law wasn't amended till 1965 under president Lydon Johnson who claimed it violated 

the, “basic principle of American democracy—the principle that values and rewards each man on the 

basis of his merit as a man. It has been un-American in the highest sense, because it has been untrue to 

the faith that brought thousands to these shores even before we were a country.” (Public Papers of the 

Presidents of the United States: Lyndon B. Johnson, 1965: pp 1038.)

While it is clear enough that the border represents an international space (the meeting site of 

two sovereign nations), the policing, regulation, and jurisdiction of this zone raises important 

challenges for both Mexico and the United States. This becomes especially evident when these two 

nations enact conflicting, often contradictory policies all aimed at controlling and regulating the  

transnational flow of raw materials, consumer items, people and illicit goods like drugs and smuggled 

weapons. 

This regional dynamic has necessitated the formation of entities, organizations or other 

international actors which may act as mediators between the two nations, and which can make 

objective recommendations as to how each country might enact policies which enhance cooperation 

and mitigate conflict. These actors do not replace bi-lateral legal cooperation nor do they enjoy legal  

jurisdiction over the states involved, however their presence is important as it presents a neutral space 

where nations can raise issues with one another, or where citizens may make complaints against their 

own country's actions. Several international bodies fall into this category, however in the context of 

border issues , I will be focusing on two entities which I consider to play the biggest role in upholding 
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international law in the region. Perhaps more importantly, these are the organizations chosen by border 

activist networks in their appeals to improve the human rights situation for migrants in the border 

region. 

The first is a rapporteurship established by the Human Rights Council of the General Assembly 

of the United Nations. The Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants is currently Jorge 

Bustamante, who's position was created via a mandate in 1999 and further extended by the Human 

Rights Council to "examine ways and means to overcome the obstacles existing to the full and effective 

protection of the human rights of migrants, including obstacles and difficulties for the return of 

migrants who are undocumented or in an irregular situation"(www.ochchr.org). In his 2008 report 

Bustamante highlighted the situation of migrants in the United States by condemning and challenging 

the legality of indefinite detention policies, stating his “serious concerns about the situation of migrants  

in the country” continuing that he “notes with dismay that xenophobia and racism towards migrants in 

the United States has worsened”(Bustamante 2008:pp 2). Bustamante engaged with the activist group 

Coalición de Derechos Humanos among other NGO's, during his official visit to Tucson. His arrival 

was part of a tour of the United States as part of a larger effort to access the situations of migrants 

within the U.S. in regards to human rights. 

 The second is the Organization of American States (OAS) which has established a human rights 

protection system upheld via it's two main functioning bodies, the Inter-American Commission on 

Human Rights (IACHR) and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (henceforth known by it's 

spanish acronym CIDH so as to avoid confusion with IACHR). The OAS was established on April 30th, 

1948 by a Charter of the Organization of American States in a meeting where the very first 

international human rights agreement was created. Known as 'The American Declaration of the Rights 
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and Duties of Man', it proceeded the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) by little more 

than a year. This doctrine is considered to be the governing body used by the IACHR and CIDH. The 

court's mandate is  “the application and interpretation of the American Convention on Human Rights” 

which it achieves  “in accordance with the provisions of the aforementioned Convention [ACHR] and 

the present Statute”(www.oas.org). The U.S. has not ratified ACHR although they signed it in 1977, yet 

as a member of OAS they face the same scrutiny of any other member state. This is a fact that was 

embraced by No More Deaths employees at the March 26th, 2012 IACHR hearing on Customs and 

Border Patrol Abuses at the Southwest Border. Here the group presented some the of findings of their 

three year long study which interviewed around 15,000 recent deportees. Their findings include 

physical abuse at the hands of CPB, deprivation of water-more so to children than adults, denial of 

needed emergency medical care and coercion of deportees to sign legal documents. This testimony 

stands as an important synthesis of civil initiative and legal mobilization, and it's significance in the 

world of social activism cannot be overstated(IACHR press statement, 2012). 

The appeals of border activists to these entities represents an important dimension within the 

use of legal mobilization and civil initiative as a means for achieving social change. In choosing to  

work alongside and appeal to these authorities they are simultaneously acting lawfully while also 

circumventing domestic authorities. In this sense their actions both “engage and evade the law” (Cook, 

2011). 
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Conclusion

Time has provided the perspective necessary to classify the mid-nineties flood of border 

militarization initiatives as massive political failures (Jimenez, Amnesty International, Cornelius). Now,  

almost two decades after the installation of Operations Gatekeeper, Hold the Line, and Stronghold, it is 

no longer   radical or particularly political to denounce these security measures as failing in their most 

basic purpose- which was of course to reduce undocumented migration into the U.S. The numbers 

speak for themselves (see graphs). For 2010, a conservative estimate by the Pew Hispanic Center 

placed the total undocumented  population of the US at around 11.2 million, 58% of whom hail from 

Mexico- representing a scale of outmigration which was unheard of pre-NAFTA(Kretsedemas, 

Brotherton 2008). These numbers represent people (something politicians on both ends of the spectrum 

readily forget), yet they also characterize the labor and productive capacity of a population. Their  

continued entrance demonstrates both a deficit of livable wages in Mexico, and a deficit of cheap labor 

in the U.S., with these workers braving intolerable, at times unimaginable conditions in order to 

remedy that binational discrepancy. 

What these measures have achieved is the consolidation of criminal networks on the border- 

now operating around two important agendas. The first is the smuggling of drugs. With the seemingly 

insatiable appetite of the world's largest drug consumer mere miles away- one can hardly question why 

such a vast network of clandestine smuggling operations exist. The second is the smuggling of people- 

vulnerable populations of migrants desperate for the promise of work in the U.S. This dynamic has 

encouraged a disregard for human rights and ultimately, for human life along the border- a tragedy for 

which many hold some measure of blame.  

In the midst of this catastrophe, many civilian groups have emerged to try and address these 
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issues where the state has effectively failed. The Sanctuary movement of the 1980's was the first of 

these, and can be credited with setting an important precedent in the realm of border activism and 

human rights, with several humanitarian groups, NGO's, and human rights organizations utilizing the 

strategies pioneered by this movement in order to both continue their life-saving efforts and hold law 

and border enforcement officials to their international human rights obligations. By contesting 

dominant hegemonic notions of legality, these groups have effectively turned the immigration debate  

on it's head. In so doing they have helped create a space wherein legality can be employed to defend 

practices which may fall into a legal “grey area” (ie: leaving water jugs along known migrant routes 

being classified as 'littering' or transporting undocumented crossers to clinics). 

In critical geopolitics, contesting the meanings and practices of illegality and legality is central  

to learning how to navigate an at times oppressive, top-down political framework. In the context of 

border activism, a new understanding of legal mobilization and civil initiative has emerged, and these 

tools have been used effectively used to gain important ground. They are being employed as methods 

for social change, and important avenues of protection from punitive action taken by the state. They 

have demonstrated extremely important ramifications both legally and politically and while initially a  

defense mechanism, time has established them as tenets integral to the very continuation of these 

groups.

At the birth of this movement, legal mobilization and civil initiative were methods employed by 

the Sanctuary Movement members as a means to continue their humanitarian work. While their initial  

efforts cited international law, they did so primarily as a means to contest the criminal charges against  

them. While this defense tactic is still incredibly important in border activism, increased integration,  

economic interdependence and globalization have necessitated an expansion of this logic from a 
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defensive understanding to a more offensive one- likewise the scale of it's use has gone from the 

domestic to the international. Activists like Jim Corbett , Dan Millis, and others were able to 

significantly reduce their sentences by utilizing legality claims. So too can border activist groups bring 

about policy changes, this time by utilizing the international arena as a public forum. This international  

spotlight does more than simply shame U.S. policy makers into action (though this too can be an 

effective method) it has the potential to pose serious political issues for the U.S. if it is discovered that 

domestic policy violates international laws, treaties, agreements or covenants. Engagement with 

international authorities has already began, most clearly evidenced by the testimony of No More 

Deaths employees at the IAHCR hearing on Customs and Border Patrol Abuses at the Southwest 

border. For effective change to come about in this region, border activist networks must continue to 

critically engage with international authorities in their denunciations of human rights violations at the  

border. 

The challenging of these hegemonic forces makes room for new definitions.Struggles over 

meaning can shape debates, the framing of arguments, and ultimately the creation of new laws which in 

turn have very real consequences in everyday life. Protestations take a variety of forms- from 

contesting the use of the word 'illegal' when describing human beings to questioning whether the 

United States is violating international law in its border enforcement strategies. Disputing the dominant 

understanding of these forces allows activists, legal professionals, and everyday citizens to question the 

application of the law and to reject oppressive measures imposed on them by the state, effectively 

reversing the flow of legality claims and  expanding the possibility for egalitarian inclusion in the 

political system and substantial, legitimate social change.
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